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Before I Say I Do 2020-05-28 don t miss your life or mine the new compulsive thriller from must read author
vicki bradley a twisty thriller about the happiest day of your life descending into a nightmare claire mcgowan
author of the other wife as pacy as it is puzzling you ll change your mind endlessly about what you think has
happened heat a deliciously dark and twisted read woman magazine will take you on a frantic ride sun an
intense thriller bella her dream wedding is about to become a nightmare it s julia s wedding day her nerves
are to be expected every bride feels the same but there s another layer to her fear one that she cannot explain
to her soon to be husband mark she s never told him the details and she is determined he never finds out as
she begins down the aisle spotting mark in his tailored suit she knows she is taking her first steps to happiness
her past is behind her it can t catch her now mark turns to face her but it isn t mark in the beautiful suit it s
his best man because mark is missing and julia s past is closer than she thinks a compulsive thriller that blends
the twists of a psychological drama with the layers of a police procedural for fans of rachel abbott s right
behind you angela marsons killing mind luckiest girl alive by jessica knoll and now you see her by heidi perks
what readers are saying about before i say i do such a joy to read the authentic police procedural aspects of
this debut were a real plus and i loved the detective duo if you enjoy a tightly woven plot which oozes suspense
and delivers plenty of twists then this is for you she s definitely an author to watch sam carrington author of i
dare you tense layered and atmospheric bradley s debut blends expert police procedural elements with a
gripping psychological thriller heart and i couldn t put it down fran dorricott author of after the eclipse a mind
blowing psychological thriller with a jaw dropping ending highly recommended reader review i highly
recommend it to readers who love unputdownable psychological thrillers reader review
The Perfect Betrayal 2019-03-14 a captivating suspenseful thriller that draws you in with a twist that will take
your breath away tm logan bestselling author of the holiday after the sudden death of her husband tess is
drowning in grief all she has left is her son jamie and she ll do anything to protect him but she s struggling to
cope when grief counsellor shelley knocks on their door everything changes shelley is understanding and kind
and promises she can help tess through the hardest time of her life but when a string of unsettling events
happens and questions arise over her husband s death tess starts to suspect that shelley may have an ulterior
motive tess knows she must do everything she can to keep jamie safe but she s at her most vulnerable and that
s a dangerous place to be readers are obsessed with the perfect betrayal this book floored me i m still holding
my breath this wasn t just good it was amazing jaw dropping a heart rending evocation of grief that packs a
devious punch it left me reeling lesley kara bestselling author of the rumour as satisfyingly intriguing and page
turning as you could possibly want emma curtis author of one little mistake the perfect betrayal had my head
spinning 360 degrees brilliant sandie jones author of reese witherspoon book club pick the other woman
Suspense Thrillers and Romantic Suspense Collection 2023-03-27 silent waters cross wired the janus
effect puppet master blind eye five complete novels that will keep you on the edge of your seat silent waters a
nuclear submarine cuts silently through the waters of the north atlantic commandeered by two dozen armed
terrorists the target new york city fighting for their lives aboard the hijacked submarine commander darius
mccann and ship superintendent amy russell have only one hope for survival with the lives of millions at stake
they must play a dangerous game of cat and mouse where capture would mean certain death on shore two ncis
investigators are working feverishly to learn the details of the hijacking in time to stop the attack as mass
hysteria paralyzes new york city they uncover a trail of secrets as dangerous as the silent weapon aimed at the
heart of america can darius and amy stop these ruthless undersea killers from wreaking havoc on the nation or
will they find themselves in a watery grave drawing on fifteen years of submarine building experience jan
coffey crafts a military thriller that will keep any reader turning the pages cross wired winner gold leaf award
for best fiction teenagers or time bombs the nation is gripped by a series of shocking crimes good kids who are
suddenly inexplicably lethal when connecticut doctor lexi bradley gets the call that her son has become one of
those shooters her life is turned upside down ten years ago secret service agent bryan atwood became an
expert on adolescent violence now the nightmare is back just as he is assigned to this new rash of killings an
mri of juan bradley s brain reveals what must be pure science fiction with lexi s help bryan is determined to
unearth the truth before more children die but investigating a cross country trail of buried horrors casts them
both into a dangerous world where greed can lead to sudden death and can they stop the killings before
powerful corporate forces take them both down the janus effect peace and war friend and foe life and death a
perilous journey winner connecticut press club award for best fiction unexplained deaths marked by rapid
decomposition are cropping up in the us and homeland security is willing to bend any rule to find the source of
the deadly infection and that includes resurrecting a dead iraqi biochemist wrongly held in a cia black site for
over five years now the flesh eating super microbe is about to devastate the nation homeland security agent
austyn newman was sent to gain the cooperation of the scientist who could hold the key to stopping the
imminent catastrophe arriving in afghanistan he recognizes that the cia has been holding the wrong person for
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all these years they need her now to lead them to the antidote but how will he gain her trust with time running
out in america austyn must help fahimah find her way through war ravaged iraq and kurdistan the answer lies
at the end of the dangerous journey home and sudden death lurks around every corner puppet master four
seemingly disparate lives are beginning to unravel and one person is holding the strings the rocket scientist on
the eve of a new satellite launch the fiancé of nasa project manager alanna mendes is apparently killed in a
fishing accident only to be spotted six months later in silicon valley the computer genius four years after being
caught by homeland security hacking into nasa s mainframe computer jay alexei is still blacklisted from the top
colleges and computer companies now a changed man he is desperate for a second chance the financial wizard
once a successful international banking cfo today david collier is a broken man who can t afford the expensive
treatment for his daughter s rare kidney disorder the american dream when a terrorist group abducts the son
of rags to riches tech mogul steven galvin the billionaire is trapped in a nightmare where no amount of money
can help him brought together to complete an international mission of justice they are dancing at the end of
the puppet master s strings but as the clock ticks down a former ira assassin is lurking in the shadows and no
one is safe blind eye trapped in the darkness she s running out of time counting down to a chernobyl scale
disaster the clock starts now tick scientist marion kagan is the sole survivor after gunmen attacked the facility
where her team was working on a top secret project wounded and trapped in a collapsed building marion must
stop radioactive testing samples from leaking out and killing millions tick in a connecticut psychiatric hospital
marion s twin sister who has been in a coma like state for years begins to thrash violently in her bed when an
experimental program is used on her to read the images of her brain researchers are shocked at what they
find tick a former american soldier is searching for direction in his life as he watches the news about the
research facility explosion he is unaware that fate has just chosen a direction for him sending him straight into
a deadly game of international corporate intrigue tick if you enjoyed the hunt for red october by tom clancy the
jack ryan novels or the devil s sea by clive cussler you ll want to try this exciting suspense novel this heart
stopping action packed thriller will provide frayed nerves for fans of todd tucker rick campbell john wingate
michael dimercurio barbara freethy karen rose d v berkom kristi belcamino janey crouch willow rose jd robb
karen robards michael connelly susan stoker ann rule jason kasper marc cameron and george wallace brad
thor michael shea keywords smart sophisticated fast moving romantic suspense pulse pounding romantic
thrillers off the charts chemistry believable love story satisfying and complex mystery well researched fast
paced gripping white knuckle read emotional exciting page turner twisty action romance and terror strong
female heroines and intense male leads mind blowing thought provoking suspense great summer read
wounded hero female leads heart pounding fast paced action desperation acts of revenge redemption and
revenge murder mystery forced proximity dangerous games series bestselling whodunit suspense books to
read political thrillers bestsellers political thriller books to keep you up all night ticking clock suspense
domestic terrorism thriller common threat shared enemy chilling villains award winning whodunit mental
health issues sexual intrigue kidnapping action adventure domestic terrorism books ncis suspense romance
techno thriller books techno thriller fiction techno thriller suspense military thrillers military thriller books
clancy books navy submarine action submarine fiction novels conspiracy fiction
True Evil 2018-07-18 what would you do if someone close to you was a psychopath shane hanson was set up
for a double homicide when he was only 13 years old his relative did it because she blames him for the death
of her one true love after spending five years in juvie he s released on parole and determined to reveal the
truth about his relative in the meantime he meets a girl he develops feelings for shane s relative is a
psychopath so good at manipulating people that she has managed to get everyone to believe shane killed two
people that she s killed she never expected shane to get such a soft sentence but instead that he would remain
in jail forever now she must start from scratch to get him back behind bars to get her revenge right finally she
ll use the girl shane falls in love with breaking his heart as much as his spirit note no sex or violence but some
bad language book 2 in the evil trilogy born evil is the first book murder dark
You Should Have Told Me 2023-01-19 a devoted father a loving partner a suspect for murder the gripping
page turning new psychological thriller a gut wrenching breathlessly tense thriller allie reynolds cleverly
plotted and emotionally resonant andrea bartz having a child was supposed to make janie and max s lives
complete but six weeks in janie relies on max just to get through the day until the night he doesn t come home
suddenly janie is left alone with their baby she s desperate for answers and when a woman s body is found his
disappearance raises serious alarms for janie and for the police janie is sure max couldn t be involved but the
harder she looks for him the more she realises how much max has been hiding praise for leah konen intense
unpredictable and completely addictive t m logan the twists keep on coming right up to the final page i read it
in one sitting sarah pinborough one white lie hooked me from the start this book has everything engaging
characters a unique story and an ending that will blow you away samantha downing
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Stay Awake 2022-08-18 a murder she doesn t remember committing or a killer she doesn t remember meeting
liv reese wakes up in the back of a taxi with no idea where she is or how she got there she is dropped off at her
apartment but is confronted by a stranger who claims to live there confused she reaches for her phone to call
for help only to find that in its place is a bloodstained knife that s when she sees that her hands are covered in
scribbles repeating the same two words stay awake last she recalls liv was a successful writer for a new york
magazine now she s lost and disoriented in the city she is horrified to see news reports of a crime scene where
the victim s blood has been used to scrawl a message the same message that s inked on her hands what did
she do last night before waking in a moving car liv finds herself on the run for a crime she doesn t remember
committing and trying to piece together the fragments of her life but there s someone who knows exactly what
she did and they ll do anything to make her forget permanently an electrifying thriller that unfolds at a
breakneck speed stay awake is guaranteed to keep you up all night perfect for fans of s j watson lisa unger and
riley sager praise for stay awake misdirection has always been a key tool in her toolbox and she uses it to
perfection in this beautifully conceived and executed thriller booklist goldin skillfully interweaves liv s tense
propulsive present day narration shocking twists and resourceful well drawn female characters keep the pages
turning as the clever mystery unfolds goldin reliably entertains publisher s weekly one of the very best new
thrillers i ve read this year the character writing development pacing and storytelling are just wonderful one of
those books that you want to race through but don t want to miss a single detail this is a must must must read
and sure to be in my books of the year reader review wow this will definitely be one of the best books i read
this year captivating and complex a must read reader review oh wow this was such a damn good read for me
the book was unique clever and addictive i loved the twists and i loved the characters a book not to be missed
reader review an intelligent and well crafted mystery thriller with a well thought out plot a protagonist you can
root for a very intriguing mystery tension and suspense and of course the obligatory twists reader review a
cracking plot that takes the amnesia plot to a new level a fast paced thriller that kept me hooked reader review
wow i mean wow megan goldin is a genius i have nothing else to say i think i knew where the plot was going
but i was wrong big time this was sooooo good reader review really enjoyed this book totally gripping and i
totally recommend reader review megan goldin has created another high intensity thriller absolutely loved this
book and its heart palpitating plot all book lovers will absolutely be enthralled reader review a thriller you ll
want to stay up late for reader review
DIY MFA 2016-07-08 get the knowledge without the college you are a writer you dream of sharing your words
with the world and you re willing to put in the hard work to achieve success you may have even considered
earning your mfa but for whatever reason tuition costs the time commitment or other responsibilities you ve
never been able to do it or maybe you ve been looking for a self guided approach so you don t have to go back
to school this book is for you diy mfa is the do it yourself alternative to a master of fine arts in creative writing
by combining the three main components of a traditional mfa writing reading and community it teaches you
how to craft compelling stories engage your readers and publish your work inside you ll learn how to set
customized goals for writing and learning generate ideas on demand outline your book from beginning to end
breathe life into your characters master point of view voice dialogue and more read with a writer s eye to
emulate the techniques of others network like a pro get the most out of writing workshops and submit your
work successfully writing belongs to everyone not only those who earn a degree with diy mfa you can take
charge of your writing produce high quality work get published and build a writing career
Cry for Mercy 2020-11-16 omg what an opening talk about being hooked the words oh wow left my mouth
when i realized i had finished it this is a must read for all crime fans 5 massive stars goodreads reviewer the
girl s eyes were open her gaze softened with a milky hue her perfect skin and halo of blonde hair made her
look angelic it was a brutal contrast to the rope suspending her from the high vaulted ceiling and the bruises
that had blossomed on her arms eleanor reached forward then caught herself this woman was past saving
when a beautiful young woman is found murdered in a derelict power station detective inspector eleanor raven
hurries to the scene the girl s body has been ritualistically posed with cherry red lipstick painted across her
mouth and when she catches sight of the engagement ring crusted with blood on her delicate finger eleanor
pushes back on the grief it provokes lydia greystein had so much to live for the only way eleanor can help now
is to find the killer responsible and she and her team immediately set to work as eleanor and the team work
together to unpick the killer s motivations another woman is found bound and posed in the same ceremonial
stance suddenly eleanor s case becomes more twisted and urgent than ever just when they think they ve hit a
dead end eleanor finds a link between the victims and a cold case an unsolved death with a connection to her
own hidden life outside work to follow the clues now risks bringing her secrets into the open but as eleanor
begins to understand the killer he starts to understand her too eleanor must solve this case before more
women are taken could the secrets she keeps from those closest to her be the final clue to break open this case
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or will they ultimately cost eleanor her life a fast paced tense and completely gripping mystery thriller that will
keep you hooked until the final page karen long will be the newest favourite crime author for fans of lisa regan
angela marsons and robert dugoni cry for mercy was previously published as the safe word readers love cry
for mercy i absolutely loved it omg what an opening talk about being hooked the words oh wow left my mouth
when i realized i had finished it that s how much i enjoyed it this is a must read for all crime fans it ticked all
the boxes for me i highly recommend this book giving it 5 massive stars goodreads reviewer excellent fantastic
read do yourself a favour read it now goodreads reviewer loved loved loved this book goodreads reviewer this
book had me gripped with suspense from page one i couldn t put this book down such a perfect serial killer
thriller fantastically written goodreads reviewer one of the most gripping books i have read from the off the
action was fast paced and exciting i cannot recommend it enough goodreads reviewer i stayed up well into the
early hours of the morning to finish this just outstanding goodreads reviewer absolutely brilliant i could not
put it down goodreads reviewer without a doubt one of the best crime books i have read all year goodreads
reviewer couldn t put the book down kept you guessing in the action all the way to the end goodreads reviewer
i don t give out 5 star reviews lightly i m so glad i stumbled across this gem goodreads reviewer
unputdownable eleanor raven is an amazing female character goodreads reviewer this book is a one sitting
read you will think you have it figured out in chapter one but do you you will be sucked in goodreads reviewer
eleanor raven is quite easily one of my favourite female characters this year gritty suspenseful and captivating
goodreads reviewer excellent thriller eleanor raven is not your average detective by any stretch of the
imagination goodreads reviewer
Cut You Dead 2020-04-02 a criminal psychologist puts her life on the line to stop a serial killer in this crime
thriller by the international bestselling author in london a young woman falls to her death from a balcony while
trying to take a daredevil selfie or that s how it appears at first psychologist samantha willerby isn t so sure
called in by the metropolitan police to examine a series of cold cases sam uncovers a chilling link between this
victim and two others they each had their hair hacked off exactly seven days before they died then sam
discovers another shocking connection to herself when she recognizes one of the victims she s determined to
crack the case no matter how many rules she breaks but when her own hair is slashed one thing becomes
fatally certain sam has only seven days to catch a calculating serial killer before she becomes the next victim
Trust Me 2020-11-20 emily and jake are the perfect couple or so everyone says but emily just read a letter
that has shattered her perfect world now she only has one thing on her mind which one of her friends is
sleeping with her husband emily watches jake as he makes small talk with their children still the perfect man
she married years ago but when the phone rings and he answers before quickly putting it down again she sees
the look on her husband s face guilt she knows the signs after all she s been lying to him for years working
with jake at the local doctor s surgery emily starts to listen at closed doors and read things she shouldn t
hoping to find the truth about her husband soon she learns that hers isn t the only family telling lies to each
other is there anyone emily can trust and who is behind the letter to jake when a second letter revealing a wife
s hidden pregnancy is sent to the woman s husband it has disastrous consequences and as more angry letters
revealing people s biggest secrets begin to appear fingers point at emily after all she s the one with access to
everyone s private history and she s the one with a score to settle emily says she didn t do it but this isn t the
first time emily has lied what happens next will have you questioning everything you might have already
decided that emily is guilty but as each twist is revealed you ll begin to doubt everyone in this quiet little town
this is a psychological thriller that will keep you up all night if you enjoyed the girl on the train my lovely wife
and behind closed doors you will love this thrilling psychological thriller from bestselling author sheryl browne
trust me will have you hooked from the start what readers are saying about sheryl browne oh my goodness i
can finally breathe what an amazing addictive totally gripping read this was you will not be able to put it down
goodreads reviewer 5 stars wow wow wow wow what a rollercoaster of a ride that story was bloody brilliant if
you enjoyed the girl on the train and gone girl then this story is for you between the pages book club 5 stars
phew goosebumps shivers down my spine and the hairs on the back of my neck were standing on end that s
how good this book is goodreads reviewer 5 stars stunning gripping tense and suspenseful a heart in mouth
and pulse racing realistic thriller i loved it goodreads reviewer 5 stars i m speechless it is just that amazing
rachel s random reads 5 stars woah this book was crazy good talk about mind games wow i feel out of breath
after reading this absolutely sucked me in i was totally captivated and couldn t put this one down an incredible
read blew my mind bonnie s book talk 5 stars an unputdownable read i loved that i had no idea what the
author had in store next for me by the letter book reviews 5 stars clear some room in your diary you will not
want to put this down goodreads reviewer 5 stars i read it in less than a day i had to know what happened to
who and when 10 10 goodreads reviewer 5 stars absolutely amazing twisted thrilling and chilling this book is
one you will pick up and not want to put down a five plus star goodreads reviewer 5 stars what a great thriller
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this one had so many twists and turns you honestly don t know what will come next netgalley reviewer 5 stars
wow grabbed me from the big bam in the beginning all the way to the last word twisted twisty dark compulsive
rollercoaster of a story read this book goodreads reviewer 5 stars
The Accident 2017-09 tara has it all married and about to move into her dream home she can t explain why
she is tempted by one last fling with her ex before she settles down david would do anything for tara so when
he finds her with another man his world starts to crumble around him ryan isn t prepared for the punch david
throws at him stumbling he slips over the balcony and falls three storeys to the patio below in one split second
a man will be killed in one split second david and tara s life will change forever how far would you go to save
everything you have back cover
Don't Breathe 2021-03-10 a taut heart pounding thriller about a classroom under siege and the race to
uncover the motives of the hostage takers before it s too late when the unimaginable happens and armed men
burst into a classroom to take the students and their idealistic young history teacher hostage no one can
predict how it will end cam cleaver and his deputy penny bainbridge have called the police and evacuated the
school and can do little more now than worry about their own children who are trapped along with the others
the reason for the attack is unclear but as time ticks by it becomes clear that many of the hostages have
secrets that could have led the gunmen to the school and when one of the students is injured both teachers
struggle to maintain focus and manage the emergency as the lives of their son and daughter remain at risk
from the author of the bestselling psychological thrillers forgotten and fracture as well as the di fletcher
mystery series don t breathe is a completely gripping and twisty tale
I Will Find You 2022-03-15 three sisters one terrible secret ashleigh a creative free spirit and loyal but ash is
tormented by her demons and a past that refuses to be laid to rest jessica perfect wife and loving mother but
although jessica might seem to have it all she lives a secret life built on lies grace an outsider always looking in
grace has never known the love of her sisters and her resentment can make her do bad things when ashleigh
goes missing jessica and grace do all they can to find their eldest sister but the longer ashleigh is missing the
more secrets and lies these women are hiding threaten to tear this family apart can they find ashleigh before it
s too late or is it sometimes safer to stay hidden
Pretty Girls 2015-07-02 i d follow her anywhere gillian flynn one of the boldest thriller writers working today
tess gerritsen her characters plot and pacing are unrivalled michael connelly from the author of pieces of her
now a major netflix series a heart racing thriller from the no 1 sunday times bestselling author a missing girl a
family torn apart an unsolved mystery twenty years ago claire and lydia scott s older sister vanished without a
trace her disappearance had a devastating effect on their family now another teenage girl is missing and the
circumstances of her disappearance are hauntingly similar to julia s it s up to lydia and claire to revisit their
past unearthing the secrets that destroyed their family all those years ago will they be able to face what they
find along the way crime and thriller masters know there s nothing better than a little slaughter passion
intensity and humanity lee child a writer of extraordinary talents kathy reichs fiction doesn t get any better
than this jeffery deaver a great writer at the peak of her powers peter james raw powerful and utterly gripping
kathryn stockett with heart and skill karin slaughter keeps you hooked from the first page until the last camilla
lackberg amongst the world s greatest and finest crime writers yrsa sigurÐardÓttir
The Sisters Next Door 2021-07-05 dark and dramatic with an explosive ending diane saxon the plot twists
kept me guessing right until the end a gripping new psychological thriller that will keep you up all night sisters
molly and beth winters thought their remote clifftop house would be the perfect place to hide away after their
mother s brutal murder they were wrong because someone from the girls past has already found their safe
house and he is watching and waiting in the shadows ready to make them pay their new home should have
been the place the sisters were safe but no place is safe forever and danger could be closer than they think a
gripping new thriller from lynda stacey guaranteed to keep you up all night perfect for fans of teresa driscoll
sue watson jackie kabler and kendra elliot this book was previously published as no place like home what
everyone s saying about the sisters next door unpredictable fast paced full of life i was hooked on this book
and couldn t put it down i was hooked from the start very suspenseful dark and dramatic with an explosive
ending bestselling author diane saxon praise for lynda stacey lynda stacey is up there with nora roberts and
karen rose when it comes to writing jaw dropping nerve twisting and addictive tales spiced with intrigue
passion and suspense and she is on top form with her latest novel keeper of secrets julie 9th november 2019
lynda stacey knows how to write a psychological thriller and is very adept at building suspense throughout
sincerely book angels lynda is a fantastic storyteller setting the scene in a very descriptive way and bringing
characters to life that you just have to emphasize with so much emotion minimaxi lynda stacey takes the
reader on a journey of suspense with lots of twists and turns most of which you won t see coming it was an
incredibly great read from start to finish giving me goosebumps along the way tasha williams about house of
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secrets
Fugitive 13 2019-03-07 the explosive gripping new thriller from bestselling author rob sinclair for fans of
orphan x i am pilgrim and nomad aydin torkal aka sleeper 13 is on the run hunted not only by the world s
intelligence agencies but also by the elite brotherhood of insurgents he betrayed he has lived the past year like
a ghost until now mi6 agent rachel cox knows aydin better than anyone the only person who believes he is an
ally in the ongoing war on terror not the enemy so when a coded message arrives from him warning her not to
trust her own colleagues rachel must choose between her career and the truth but as aydin hunts down those
who destroyed his childhood the trail he follows will lead him closer to home than he ever expected he won t
stop until he has his revenge he is fugitive 13 readers are being gripped by the sleeper 13 thriller series
perfect for spy thriller lovers and fans of i am pilgrim orphan x goodreads review i could not put down this
book netgalley reviewer brilliant gripping netgalley reviewer
Taken to the Grave 2019-09-19 my head is spinning i couldn t figure out who was out for revenge my ebook
froze as i quickly tried to turn the pages could not put it down don t want to give anything away but don t miss
this book goodreads reviewer it s a sleepy morning in the leafy town of oakhurst when jo finds britney s body
on a running trail she stares into the girl s blue eyes as she gently lifts her off the ground and finds a tarot
card a few days ago detective jo fournier stood in the middle of the local college looking at a truly horrifying
scene a well respected staff member murdered in his office and it was there that jo met britney a smart and
pretty student in the same department who was utterly distraught about the killing one thought is now racing
through jo s mind who would want to kill them both when another body turns up inside a cabin in the woods jo
is the only person who can see the link between the murders the killer left a tarot card with all three bodies
she desperately wants to stop the killing before anyone else dies jo knows how it feels to lose someone you
love her failure to protect her fiancé on the night he was murdered has always haunted her as the body count
rises no one else will take jo s theory seriously she s absolutely sure that the cards are the clue that will break
this entire case wide open and lead them to the person who has stolen so many innocent lives but she s out on
her own can jo track down the dangerous killer or will they find her first from usa today bestseller m m
chouinard taken to the grave is a completely addictive detective thriller that will keep you guessing into the
early hours of the morning if you love kendra elliot melinda leigh and lisa regan you ll be utterly gripped
everyone is utterly addicted to taken to the grave keeping you enthralled and on the edge of your seat till the
final page like a pressure cooker that keeps building up as you wait for the explosion chock full of mystery and
suspense with twists and turns at every corner a reveal that will knock your socks off once upon a time book
blog omg what a great lead character i did not figure out the true bad guy until the end netgalley reviewer
amazing gripping and suspenseful five stars from me jo fournier is one of the greatest characters ever written
netgalley reviewer if you haven t already added this to your series lists do it now highly recommend it it s full
of twists and turns red herrings you will be left guessing everything you want in a book goodreads reviewer i
could not stop turning the pages of this book i wasn t able to figure out who the killer was fireflies and free
kicks book reviews a gripping and intense thriller fast paced and will keep you up well into the evening sinfully
wicked book reviews
Dare You (A Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller—Book Six) 2022-11-01 on a stretch of highway in the pacific
northwest known for the country s highest number of serial killers cold cases pile up across state lines
stumping the local police an elite fbi unit is formed with brilliant special agent rylie wolf at its head and rylie is
summoned urgently to a region where unsuspecting accidents have converged with murders can she find the
link molly black has written a taut thriller that will keep you on the edge of your seat i absolutely loved this
book and can t wait to read the next book in the series reader review for girl one murder a complex
psychological crime thriller full of twists and turns and packed with heart pounding suspense the rylie wolf
mystery series will make you fall in love with a brilliant new female protagonist and keep you turning pages
late into the night it is a perfect addition for fans of robert dugoni rachel caine melinda leigh or mary burton
future books in the series will be available soon i binge read this book it hooked me in and didn t stop till the
last few pages i look forward to reading more reader review for found you i loved this book fast paced plot
great characters and interesting insights into investigating cold cases i can t wait to read the next book reader
review for girl one murder very good book you will feel like you are right there looking for the kidnapper i
know i will be reading more in this series reader review for girl one murder this is a very well written book and
holds your interest from page 1 definitely looking forward to reading the next one in the series and hopefully
others as well reader review for girl one murder wow i cannot wait for the next in this series starts with a bang
and just keeps going reader review for girl one murder well written book with a great plot one that will keep
you up at night a page turner reader review for girl one murder a great suspense that keeps you reading can t
wait for the next in this series reader review for found you sooo soo good there are a few unforeseen twists i
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binge read this like i binge watch netflix it just sucks you in reader review for found you
Verity 2021-12-16 the british book award pageturner of the year over 3 million copies sold of the no 1
bestseller and tiktok sensation are you ready to stay up all night rebecca meets gone girl in this shocking
unpredictable thriller with a twist that will leave you reeling lowen ashleigh is a struggling writer on the brink
of financial ruin when she accepts the job offer of a lifetime jeremy crawford husband of bestselling author
verity crawford has hired lowen to complete the remaining books in a successful series his injured wife is
unable to finish lowen arrives at the crawford home ready to sort through years of verity s notes and outlines
hoping to find enough material to get her started what lowen doesn t expect to uncover in the chaotic office is
an unfinished autobiography verity never intended for anyone to read page after page of bone chilling
admissions including verity s recollection of the night their family was forever altered lowen decides to keep
the manuscript hidden from jeremy knowing its contents would devastate the already grieving father but as
lowen s feelings for jeremy begin to intensify she recognizes all the ways she could benefit if he were to read
his wife s words after all no matter how devoted jeremy is to his injured wife a truth this horrifying would
make it impossible for him to continue loving her if you love verity don t miss colleen hoover s thrilling new
suspense too late is coming soon 1 million readers have already given verity five stars one of the best thrillers i
have ever read powerful mind blowing and emotional the plot twists and that ending came out of nowhere
there are no words bravo dark creepy and one hundred per cent original i needed to know how this was going
to end left me completely speechless verity was a no 1 kindle bestseller on 18 03 22 winner of the british book
awards pageturner of the year award 15 05 23
The Secret 2020-01-09 innocence can be deadly it was supposed to be a summer party for my friends like no
other to celebrate our last year of high school i d planned everything to perfection but as the night got
underway i never could have predicted how it ended twenty years later we are thrown back together when my
partner from that night is killed in a suspicious car accident it turns out we are all being hunted someone is
picking us off one by one for what we did that night someone knows our secret and they won t let us forget it
perfect for fans of liane moriarty shari lapena and lisa jewell praise for gemma rogers unputdownable a nail
biting thriller that grips to the very last page keri beevis a beautifully written edge of your seat thriller that
had me guessing right until the end dreda say mitchell a brilliant thriller from an exciting new voice stalker it
had me on the edge of my seat kerry barnes an atmospheric taut thriller which keeps you hooked from the first
page jacqui rose a cracking read brilliantly written characters and a gripping plot highly recommended caz
finlay a page turning must read it will have you hooked from the first page until the last stephanie harte an
intense thriller it s a must read sam michaels an incredible read that had me engrossed from the first page a
five star read alex kane a real page turner full of sinister secrets casey kelleher what readers are saying about
the secret an excellent novel full of believable characters and an entertaining plot superbly written very pacy
and just the right length a well written gritty thriller from gemma rogers that races along at a good speed and
with a surprise ending this really is another 5 star winner from gemma rogers it had drama suspense
friendships sadness and a whole lot of mystery this book had me hooked from the outset twisting and turning
with thrill after chilling thrill gave me massive feelings of nostalgia with the flashbacks to 1997 and genuinely
struggled to put it down please read this book storyline draws you right in and i couldn t stop reading needed
to know how it ended but at the same time didn t want it to end
You Die Next 2019-04-04 a highly original gripping read that didn t let up until the final pages cass green a
brilliant premise roz watkins when a group of urban explorers stumble across a murderer s kill room in a
derelict film studio terror strikes and when one of the group is found dead the team realise they re being
hunted di dominic bell is investigating the murder but as the body count rises time is running out the only
person who can help him is dominic s ex clementine starke but clementine is haunted by her own demons can
the two of them pair up to catch the killer or is it already too late a cat and mouse thriller perfect for fans of
sarah hilary and rachel abbott read it if you dare
All Fall Down 2016-09 you tried to save a life now you re fighting to save your own it s the perfect sunday
summer sunshine a barbecue with the kids but a knock on the garden gate and two words help me changes
everything when loving parents rob and wendy turner let a dying man into their home and do their best to help
him they think pure chance led him to their house but soon their lives are threatened in ways they could never
have imagined and then the first anonymous letter arrives forcing them to question all they know someone is
watching someone is waiting they will stop at nothing rob and wendy will do anything to keep their family safe
but their children georgia josh and evan are teenagers now with their own hidden lives everyone has secrets
but how can you save your family if you don t really know them what readers are saying about all fall down all
fall down is a whirlwind of a book it will pick you up spin you around and throw you back down to the ground
with a bang allthestars for this one bibliophile book club i read through this in a few hours because i really
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couldn t put it down an absolutely brilliant thrilling and heart pumping read jen med s book reviews fantastic
plot great characters and a storyline that drew me in from the first page and kept me in its grip until i reached
the very last page the book review cafe a rollercoaster of high octane action that just won t let go highly
recommended kim slater author of safe with me a well paced story keeping me hooked until the very last page
this is the best book i ve read this year bb cavendish reads once again tom bale has masterfully woven
together a tale of heart stopping suspense i m hooked for life and cannot wait until his next book the suspense
is thrilling me this is one hell of a nailbiting gripping story that had me on tenterhooks leaving me totally
traumatised chelle s book reviews a tale that is adrenaline filled tom really is an author to watch out for
postcard reviews
I Know Where She Is 2019-01-10 this explosive debut reels you in from the first page and never lets up
sinister unsettling and gripping the sun a heart stopping gripping thriller for fans of c l taylor karin slaughter
and linwood barclay on the tenth anniversary of her daughter autumn s abduction francine receives an
anonymous note containing just five words i know where she is when a young woman approaches her the next
day claiming to have sent the letter francine wants to dismiss it as a cruel twisted joke but the stranger knows
things that only autumn would know it soon becomes clear that francine must go to dark places in order to
learn the truth about her child s kidnapping she will discover that danger comes from unexpected sources she
will do things she never imagined herself capable of but will francine get her daughter back or is it too late
praise for i know where she is this explosive debut reels you in from the first page and never lets up sinister
unsettling and gripping the sun ebook of the week a clever fast paced and gripping thriller brought to life by a
truly outstanding lead character the chestnut reading tree an excellent roller coaster of emotions with some
great twists and turns five stars stardust book reviews a fast paced dark gritty thriller that will hook you from
the first page whispering stories a thriller of the highest order the writing greyhound fantastic story full of
unexpected twists and turns turn the page this book is dark and delicious i loved it rachel dove a compulsive
read plot twists that leave you breathless reader review had me hooked from the first page and i didn t want to
put it down reader review gripping and twisty throughout kept me gripped from the word go an absolute must
read definitely one of the best books of it s genre that i have read this year reader review this novel s starts
with a bang and doesn t let up from there it is a hard hitting fast paced novel that will have you guessing what
is going to happen next reader review one of the most gripping books that i have read in a long time reader
review i decided to start this last night and finally finished at 3am i could not put it down goodreads reviewer
fantastic read could not put this down would recommend 4 reader review
Don't Look Behind You 2017-01-31 she got into bed but sleep didn t come easily every creak in the house
made her alert she was waiting for him to come and get her the small city of stockleigh is in shock as three
women are brutally attacked within days of each other are they random acts of violence or is there a link
between the victims for detective eden berrisford it s her most chilling case yet the investigation leads eden to
cross paths with carla a woman trying to rebuild her life after her marriage to a cruel and abusive man ended
in unimaginable tragedy her husband ryan was imprisoned for his crimes but now he s out and coming for her
as eden starts to close in on the attacker she also puts herself in grave danger can she stop him before he
strikes again and can carla terrified for her life save herself before the past wreaks a terrible revenge an
absolutely gripping and chilling police procedural which will hook fans of angela marsons and rachel abbott
what readers are saying about the eden berrisford series wow what can i say if you are looking for nerve
wracking and nail biting tension then look no further sherratt creates such heart thumping action and
narrative that i m pretty certain my cat could hear mine beating in my chest a nerve wrenching nail biting 5
stars jen med s book reviews grabbed me straight from the off and didn t let me go by the letter book reviews
the girls next door is the perfect recipe for an exquisite crime thriller emotional gritty and full of some omfg
twists i dare you not to want to read this book crime book junkie this is a definite 5 read for me angela
marsons a heart pounding breath holding twisty turny read i highly recommend this book caroline mitchell mel
sherratt has a knack for writing accessible likeable and fundamentally human characters i raced through it
and couldn t put it down as i reached the final few chapters bibliophile book club wow this is one to get your
heart racing a fast paced and engaging read just brilliant chat about books impossible to put down this is a
book that will make a mel sherratt fan out of any reader kitty catalyst bibliophile i absolutely loved this book so
much so that i had to complete it in one day katie s reading corner the story was excellent and i never guessed
how it would go it was breath holding in parts stefloz book reviews
Where the Missing Go 2018-03-08 the gripping twisty novel about a mother working at a missing persons
helpline who receives a desperate phone call from her own daughter who has been missing for four years a
high concept psychological thriller for fans of close to home by cara hunter the guilty wife by elle croft and the
daughter by lucy dawson
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Spark 2014-10-09 this standout distinctive novel will shake your perception of what a thriller should be and
what it can do from the elusive sunday times bestselling author john twelve hawks for fans of scott mariani
philip k dick and michael connolly breathless action twelve hawks sets up the battles in spark as more than
simple combat his appeal lies in his pairing of one system of belief against another and letting them duke it out
the new york times like philip k dick s best novels spark is insidious and troubling its most profound points
made with disarming casualness the guardian a fantastic blend of action and deeper questions about what it
means to be human the washington post twelve hawks like a character in his story is untethered by technology
and unreachable by the tentacles of the vast machine he is a free spirit a lone voice of reason in a data fogged
world san francisco chronicle jacob underwood is not like other people he has cotard s syndrome he believes
he is dead this makes his job as a hired assassin neutralising problems for dbg a massive multinational
corporation very simple he carries out the task and feels nothing now dbg has such a problem a key employee
emily buchanan has disappeared taking with her a fortune and priceless information which could destroy the
company jacob must track her down in previous assignments he had worked with cold logical precision but
this time he has to confront a threat that he first must understand before it destroys him further praise for
spark darkly futuristic with a protagonist unlike any other austin chronicle an adrenaline charged thriller
endlessly inventive that winds through a landscape of cutting edge technology with great assurance and skill
lincoln child new york times bestselling author of the third gate spark is a marvel an utterly gripping
unbelievably imaginative tale with all the heart drive and humanity that its hero jacob underwood a contract
assassin lacks at once a heart pounding thriller a bitter indictment of our growing surveillance state and a life
affirming story of the indomitability of the human heart christopher reich new york times bestselling author of
rules of deception from start to finish spark defies expectation joining a dead man s cold regard with suspense
at fever pitch locus as good as the fourth realm books were this one may be even more appealing less fantastic
more grounded in a contemporary real world with a narrator who is deeply scarred and endlessly fascinating
booklist starred review
You Will Suffer 2019-01-29 a new gripping chilling thriller from new york times bestselling author alexandra
ivy if you love karen rose karin slaughter and lisa gardner you ll love alexandra ivy readers are raving about
her 5 stars all the way because you will not put it down well written and thoroughly credible guaranteed to
blow you away someone has a secret one worth killing for the rolling fields outside curry oklahoma are a
beautiful spot to ramble on a spring day and a lonely place to die rejecting her judge father s prestigious
connections ellie guthrie opened her own law firm in curry but something strange is going on ellie s tires are
slashed dead rats are dumped on her patio and then bodies begin turning up supposed overdoses that her
neighbour former fbi agent nate marcel suspects are something much more sinister there s a killer in town
toying with her drawing both ellie and nate into a web of murder and vengeance to find answers she ll have to
unearth this small community s dark and twisted past before it s her turn to die look for more page turning
suspense from alexandra ivy with pretend you re safe and what are you afraid of out now
The Last Widow 2019-08-20 watch will trent on abc karin slaughter the new york times bestselling author of
pieces of her brings back will trent and sara linton in this superb and timely thriller full of devious twists
disturbing secrets and shocking surprises you won t see coming a mysterious kidnapping on a hot summer
night a scientist from the centers for disease control is grabbed by unknown assailants in a shopping center
parking lot the authorities are desperate to save the doctor who s been vanished into thin air a devastating
explosion one month later the serenity of a sunny sunday afternoon is shattered by the boom of a ground
shaking blast followed by another seconds later one of atlanta s busiest and most important neighborhoods has
been bombed the location of emory university two major hospitals the fbi headquarters and the cdc a
diabolical enemy medical examiner sara linton and her partner will trent an investigator with the georgia
bureau of investigation rush to the scene and into the heart of a deadly conspiracy that threatens to destroy
thousands of innocent lives when the assailants abduct sara will goes undercover to save her and prevent a
massacre putting his own life on the line for the woman and the country he loves
Homecoming 2022-11-24 couldn t stop reading this compelling novel of scandals and affairs at the heart of
seemingly idyllic seaside community great characters setting and a deliciously dark mystery at its heart essie
fox serious big little lies vibes read in one sitting it was so hard to put down the author creates the perfect
setting full of tension and suspense leaving the reader wanting more would highly recommend netgalley
reviewer 5 stars welcome to the starlings sun sea and neighbours to die for security a sparkling sea view and
the best kind of neighbours the starlings gated community has it all here doors are left open children run free
and at the heart of it all is the entrepreneurial gold family who first dreamed up this aspirational vision of
dorset s safest community to the outside world the popular family appears glitteringly blessed until an idyllic
party takes a dark turn and one of their number is found slumped at the foot of the clocktower who knows
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what really happened and what answers are harboured within the old building the former highcap mother and
baby home a mesmerising character rich thriller with a long buried secret vibrating at its core this is isabel
ashdown at her heart stopping best for readers who enjoyed big little lies doctor foster or little fires
everywhere
Thriller 2015-01-20 thriller you are minethriller 1 you are mine after betrayal by her husband jade finds herself
living in a shabby apartment a far stretch from the life she is accustomed to unable to contain her fear of her
new environment jade is too proud to go home enlisting the help of her long time friend and detective james
the new apartment appears to be a threatening her will he be able to help her will he find out where the
anonymous threats are coming from the problem may be more complex than james first thought with suspense
and personal involvement hindering his progress will james be able to help her to come to terms with moving
on in her life the twists and turns in the book take the reader on a journey of discovery as the story unfolds
james finds what he believes to be the truth that lies behind the threats will he be able to help her will he be
too late will his emotions for jade get in the way of his inquiries and entice him into professional misconduct
what the eye sees is not always as one believes it to be this thriller leads to food for thought at the end of each
of it s twists of plot thriller 2 on the edge looking back following the adventure in book one james is at a loss
when another murder with the same mo is committed and he realizes that he has framed the wrong man he
has to make a decision either to let his colleagues know that he planted the knife which caused the guilty
verdict on bradley or to simply put things right by finding the killer of his friend jade bradley s suicide in jail
fills him with remorse although fired by the faces of parents who have lost their children james is determined
to put an end to the story by putting the serial killer out of action permanently will he succeed will he be found
out for planting the evidence what will spur him on in his inquiries and what will these reveal will claudia
become the next victim book 2 of the series follows the story to its final conclusion will there be a positive
outcome or will the killer escape justice one more time thriller 3 the irony of justice when a cold blooded
murderer reaches the end of his sentence detective will jenkins receives a call he never thought he would have
to the killer s voice was one he was never likely to forget this was a killer who killed indiscriminately and
whose victims ranged from adults to infants in their cradle will jenkins knew that law had not served out the
kind of justice that a man like hoody wilson deserved now upon freedom from his 25 year sentence hoody was
out to kill the detective who had been largely responsible for his imprisonment will the detective be able to get
this killer before too many lives are taken will he be able to put him behind bars for life readers will find the
answers to their questions as they read through the pages that make up this tale the strong emotions the
emotional weakness and the hidden strengths within all of us would dictate how we would deal with such a life
threatening situation has detective jenkins got what it takes to put an end to this story of killing a story that
has haunted him since seeing the corpse of a baby within its cradle all those years ago only time will tell
whether justice will be done thriller 4 a trick of fate rough justice when emma bernard is found dead in her
bath the old woman is found to have a haunted past detectives jim becket and his partner detective peggy
walters are left with a conundrum who had a motive what was the purpose of the killing the dark secrets of
emma s past are revealed and the potential list of suspects is still short and unconvincing will detective jim
becket find emma bernard s killer lets find out thriller 5 a mothers trust bonus thriller
Last Witness 2017-05 the page turning sequel to the best selling psychological thriller wrong number with
her husband gone and his legacy in her hands amanda thorne is hell bent on revenge amanda thorne is on a
mission to avenge her husband restoring his honour and protecting his legacy will be dangerous but she will
not rest until all those who have hurt her loved ones have been dealt with her only option is to go undercover
in the murky world of the gang kingpin mcallister so with her loyal companion shane by her side she heads
back to scotland to finish what they started mcallister s world is one of seedy nightclubs drug deals and
beautiful women but he is a hard man to get close to as amanda gets deeper and deeper into his dangerous
world what secrets from the past will come back to haunt her and will she be able to protect the last witness
from the truth a compelling heart stopping thriller which you won t be able to put down
A Kill in the Morning 2014-06-19 i don t like killing but i m good at it murder isn t so bad from a distance
just shapes popping up in my scope close up work though a garrotte around a target s neck or a knife in their
heart it s not for me too much empathy that s my problem usually but not today today is different the year is
1955 and something is very wrong with the world it is fourteen years since churchill died and the second world
war ended in occupied europe britain fights a cold war against a nuclear armed nazi germany in berlin the
gestapo is on the trail of a beautiful young resistance fighter and the head of the ss is plotting to dispose of an
ailing adolf hitler and restart the war against britain and her empire meanwhile in a secret bunker hidden
deep beneath the german countryside scientists are experimenting with a force far beyond their
understanding into this arena steps a nameless british assassin on the run from a sinister cabal within his own
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government and planning a private war against the nazis and now the fate of the world rests on a single kill in
the morning
Follow Me Home 2018-06-07 wow this book was amazing totally thrilling and had me hanging on to every
word leaves you wanting more well worth 5 stars in fact i wish i could give it more bonnie s book talk 5 stars
her bare arms are scratched and bleeding as she runs through the forest the light fades behind her but she
must keep running she knows what will happen to her if she stops the body of amos price lies in a pool of blood
on the polished floor of an otherwise empty house in the small town of black rock falls with no signs of a break
in and no clues left at the scene detective jenna alton is at a loss but as the team begins to unpick the life of
the reclusive victim they discover a disturbing link between amos and the disappearance of several young girls
in the county going back years days later ely dorsey s body is found in a remote motel on the outskirts of town
jenna fears not only that the murders are connected to the missing girls but that the killer hasn t finished yet
as jenna tries to work out who will be next the killer suddenly sends her deputy david kane messages is she
being taunted or does the murderer want to be caught and will jenna discover who s behind these killing
before more people die an absolutely nail biting thriller with plenty of twists follow me home is perfect for fans
of robert dugoni karin slaughter and rachel abbott each kane and alton book can be read as part of the series
or as a standalone what readers are saying about follow me home i absolutely love d k hood an amazing author
a book that i absolutely devoured from cover to cover you re gripped i can t wait for the next one goodreads
reviewer 5 stars a huge five star rating for a fantastic book kept me gripped throughout and i loved it
goodreads reviewer 5 stars wowsers a cracking thriller a tantalising read thrilling and sometimes chilling on
the hook from start to finish jen med s book reviews five massive stars a phenomenal read which will certainly
have me coming back for more sweet little book blog 5 stars i absolutely totally utterly flipping well loved this
book one of those stories that really does grab you by the throat and keeps your attention until the last word
ginger book geek 5 stars i was completely addicted to the story i flew through the pages and read the book in
an evening i would have struggled to put it down donna s book blog 5 stars the thrill of the investigation mixed
with the intensity of the storyline was just phenomenal i honestly couldn t have asked for more in a book a
cracking novel which packs more than one punch the writing garnet it s dark undertones and thrilling twists
make for a compulsive read if you love taut crime thrillers that keep you guessing then i recommend reading
this gripping book dash fan book reviews i loved this book had me gripped from the start didn t want it to end
goodreads reviewer 5 stars the best novel from this genre that i have read in a long time waggy tales dog blog
great addition to a great series i loved the first two books in this series and number three does not disappoint i
never guessed who the culprit was already looking forward to book four goodreads reviewer 5 stars held me
breathless to the very end goodreads reviewer until the last chapter the author succeeded in keeping the killer
a secret and i kept racking my brain but i would never have guessed who it was b for bookreview
Her Silent Prayer 2022-04-07 help she screams kicking as hard as she can against the closet door but it s
nailed shut and nobody can hear her she drops to her knees and curls into a ball like she did as a little girl
praying someone will find her before it is too late when the body of single mother melissa rollins is found
trapped inside a bedroom closet in her immaculate suburban home detective jo fournier races to the scene the
small town of greenfern is sweltering in a heatwave and jo is horrified to find that melissa s heating was
turned up to the max whilst she died of thirst who would kill a devoted mother in such a cruel way searching
the house for clues jo s team discovers that the front door was locked from the inside and with no sign of a
break in they realise the killer must be someone melissa knew but everyone in the frame has an alibi as she
delves deeper into the case jo uncovers a link between melissa and a recent cold case another single mother
who was tied up and brutally murdered someone is on a mission to kill single moms and jo knows they will
claim their next victim soon but as temperatures continue to rise and the team works around the clock to stop
a twisted killer someone from jo s past catches up with her they re watching her family s every move and they
will stop at nothing to get revenge can jo save the people she loves and catch the killer before it s too late from
usa today bestseller m m chouinard her silent prayer is a completely addictive serial killer thriller that will not
let you go until you turn the last heart thumping page perfect for fans of lisa regan melinda leigh and gregg
olsen readers love her silent prayer what did i just read wow i mean seriously wow massive well done had me
hook line and sinker clear your schedules as you will not be able to put it down an absolutely page turning
must read that will leave you wanting more bookworm86 my heart is racing beyond brilliant simply astounding
kkec reads phenomenal so addictive i could not put it down brilliant we know whodunnit book club amazing
my christmases all came at once it was everything i wanted it to be and more brilliant once upon a time book
reviews brilliant i was hooked from the beginning to the end excellent from the start to the finish and will have
you sitting on the edge of your chair i loved it goodreads reviewer wow brilliant you will race through the
pages because you have to know who the killer will be goodreads reviewer has you gasping for breath from the
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first to the last page nail biting goodreads reviewer keeps you on the edge of your seat with all the wow
moments that blow your mind i was hooked from the beginning wowza amazing rubiereads oh my gosh had me
reading late into the night shortbookthyme amazing i loved loved loved it b for book review brilliant and
genius gripping and exciting a must read you ll keep thinking about netgalley reviewer amazing i couldn t stop
reading goodreads reviewer wow i absolutely loved this it manages to stand apart from all the other stories in
this genre netgalley reviewer
In a Dark, Dark Wood 2015-07-30 the sunday times top ten bestseller someone s getting married someone s
getting murdered tense terrifying clare mackintosh nora hasn t seen clare for ten years not since the day nora
walked out of her old life and never looked back until out of the blue an invitation to clare s hen party arrives a
weekend in a remote cottage the perfect opportunity for nora to reconnect with her best friend to put the past
behind her but something goes wrong very wrong and as secrets and lies unravel out in the dark dark wood
the past will finally catch up with nora praise for in a dark dark wood genuinely chilling and totally compulsive
sunday mirror mesmerising guardian you won t be able to put down this creepy page turner closer packed
with suspense woman home
Against Their Will 2019-07-16 a holiday drive to florida ends tragically for izzy and maria when their car
breaks down outside a rural north carolina bar kidnapped by two brutally sadistic men the sisters are held
captive in a remote fishing cabin as the men become increasingly unhinged their savagery intensifies
propelling the young women into a desperate fight for their lives decades and distance have healed their
physical injuries but izzy and maria s once close relationship has failed to survive in the aftermath of their
nightmare estranged and living on opposite coasts they rarely see or speak to each other now one of the
kidnappers has been released from prison vowing to exact his revenge on izzy and maria as a hurricane rages
around them the sisters endeavor to repair their bond confronting many hard truths in the process can they
reconcile in time to defeat the demons from their past
Gaslighting 2017-06-18 liar manipulator sadist killer a coming of age psychological thriller that ll make your
toes curl this the final instalment of the remorseless trilogy is here a gripping suspense story and the author s
darkest yet and quite possibly his best definitely not for the faint hearted contains disturbing imagery and
some profanity you have been warned in brief when criminal profiler doc powers wakes to find a deadly
message left at his country property he and his friend detective inspector jack carver are sucked into a
nightmare investigation involving a precocious teenager a budding psychopath with violence running through
his veins can they stop him achieving his aim of celebrating his coming of age a spectacular finale involving
gasoline and explosives the lad s mother and grandmother the victims of his ongoing campaign of
psychological torment are in serious jeopardy but so are doc and jack find out the thrilling outcome in
gaslighting the third stand alone novel in this dark gritty british crime thriller trilogy please note this
psychological suspense story contains spoilers so you are advised to read the award winning first book
remorseless to maximize enjoyment although this is not essential from reading experience blogspot june 2017
nothing blew me away like the beta read of the third part of will patching s remorseless trilogy truly one of the
best writers i ve had the pleasure reading his characters are real and three dimensional who think act and
speak like real persons suspense glueing me to the pages heart beating faster than normal empathizing with
the characters fearing for them i knew there wouldn t be an easy happy ending this author doesn t spare his
flawed heroes like remorseless and mutilated gaslighting is a gripping read to get your teeth into with an
intricate plot and complex characters plenty of suspense and intrigue for any lover of unsettling psychological
thrillers if you enjoy noir or maybe love the scandinavian dark side then this novel could be for you however
this tale will not suit those who like their thrills short and sweet or anyone with a nervous disposition
gaslighting has elements of police procedural mixed in with a riveting tale of psychological suspense all topped
off with stunning thrills an emotional roller coaster ride nb this is a full length novel of approximately 117 000
words the remorseless trilogy of unique british crime thrillers will take you deep into the minds of
psychopathic criminals including those of more tender years and won t leave you untouched by the experience
patching goes where other authors fear to tread the spine chilling first book in this series remorseless has
been described by independent 5 star reviewers as british crime writing at its best right up there with james
patterson and stephen king and up there with stuart macbride and val mcdermid remorseless the first novel in
the trilogy has been selected as the ebook skill mystery and thriller of the year 2017 readers who loved this
author s writing also enjoyed books by lee child james patterson mo hayder alex karva dean kootz jeffrey
deaver stuart macbride val mcdermid quentin jardine stephen booth peter robinson minette walters brett
easton ellis iain banks wasp factory misery by stephen king the hannibal lecter novels by thomas harris and
many more if these authors appeal then you may well enjoy this dark disturbing psychological thriller too
For You (A Morgan Cross FBI Suspense Thriller—Book One) 2023-05-26 a serial killer following the
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seven signs of the messiah an ex con fbi agent seeking redemption a riddle that must be cracked as a victim s
precious time runs out a masterpiece of thriller and mystery books and movie reviews roberto mattos re once
gone for you is book 1 in a long anticipated new series by 1 bestseller and usa today bestselling author blake
pierce whose bestseller once gone a free download has received over 7 000 five star ratings and reviews
superstar fbi agent morgan cross was at the height of her career when she was framed wrongly imprisoned
and sent to do 10 hard years in prison finally exonerated and set free morgan emerges from jail as a changed
person hardened ruthless closed off to the world and unsure how to start again when the fbi comes knocking
desperately needing morgan to return and hunt down the one serial killer who got away 10 years ago morgan
is torn she is not the same person no longer willing to play by the rules and will stop at nothing this time in a
non stop thriller it will be a deadly cat and mouse chase between a diabolical killer and an ex con fbi agent
who has nothing left to lose with a new victim s fate riding on it all a page turning and harrowing crime thriller
featuring a brilliant and tortured fbi agent the morgan cross series is a riveting mystery packed with non stop
action suspense twists and turns revelations and driven by a breakneck pace that will keep you flipping pages
late into the night fans of rachel caine teresa driscoll and robert dugoni are sure to fall in love future books in
the series are also available an edge of your seat thriller in a new series that keeps you turning pages so many
twists turns and red herrings i can t wait to see what happens next reader review her last wish a strong
complex story about two fbi agents trying to stop a serial killer if you want an author to capture your attention
and have you guessing yet trying to put the pieces together pierce is your author reader review her last wish a
typical blake pierce twisting turning roller coaster ride suspense thriller will have you turning the pages to the
last sentence of the last chapter reader review city of prey right from the start we have an unusual protagonist
that i haven t seen done in this genre before the action is nonstop a very atmospheric novel that will keep you
turning pages well into the wee hours reader review city of prey everything that i look for in a book a great
plot interesting characters and grabs your interest right away the book moves along at a breakneck pace and
stays that way until the end now on go i to book two reader review girl alone exciting heart pounding edge of
your seat book a must read for mystery and suspense readers reader review girl alone
All He Sees (A Nicky Lyons FBI Suspense Thriller-Book 3) 2022-11-10 when a senator s daughter goes
missing it is a race against time as fbi special agent nicky lyons 28 a fast rising star in the bau is tasked with
finding her and with finding per the senator s order the top 10 abducted women most likely to still be alive
when young women disappear along the florida coast nicky realizes they re being transported somewhere
across the ocean where is their abductor bringing them and why a masterpiece of thriller and mystery books
and movie reviews roberto mattos re once gone all he sees a nicky lyons fbi suspense thriller book 3 is book 3
in a new series by 1 bestselling and critically acclaimed mystery and suspense author blake pierce nicky lyons
28 a missing persons specialist in in the fbi s behavioral analysis unit is an expert at tracking down abductees
and bringing them home the connection is personal after nicky s twin sister was abducted at 16 nicky made
stopping kidnappers her life s work but when nicky is assigned to a new task force in south florida dedicated to
finding the recently missing she soon realizes she s up against a serial killer more diabolical than she imagined
her only hope at finding these girls is entering his mind and outwitting him at his own game nicky and her new
partner both headstrong don t see eye to eye and the case opens decade old wounds related to her sister s
disappearance can nicky keep her demons at bay in time to save the victims nicky haunted by the demons of
her own missing sister knows that time will be of the essence in bringing these girls home if it is not already
too late a page turning and harrowing crime thriller featuring a brilliant and tortured fbi agent the nicky lyons
series is a riveting mystery packed with non stop action suspense twists and turns revelations and driven by a
breakneck pace that will keep you flipping pages late into the night fans of rachel caine teresa driscoll and
robert dugoni are sure to fall in love books 4 and 5 in the series are now also available an edge of your seat
thriller in a new series that keeps you turning pages so many twists turns and red herrings i can t wait to see
what happens next reader review her last wish a strong complex story about two fbi agents trying to stop a
serial killer if you want an author to capture your attention and have you guessing yet trying to put the pieces
together pierce is your author reader review her last wish a typical blake pierce twisting turning roller coaster
ride suspense thriller will have you turning the pages to the last sentence of the last chapter reader review city
of prey right from the start we have an unusual protagonist that i haven t seen done in this genre before the
action is nonstop a very atmospheric novel that will keep you turning pages well into the wee hours reader
review city of prey everything that i look for in a book a great plot interesting characters and grabs your
interest right away the book moves along at a breakneck pace and stays that way until the end now on go i to
book two reader review girl alone exciting heart pounding edge of your seat book a must read for mystery and
suspense readers reader review girl alone
Betrayal 2014-09-25 if you are looking for an adrenalin fuelled blood pumping break neck speed thriller then
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look no further than will jordan s third novel featuring british cia agent ryan drake compelling unputdownable
and unforgettable it s perfect for fans of lee child vince flynn and david baldacci entertaining the telegraph the
writing is excellent and i found it hard to put down reader review gripping from start to finish reader review
could not put the book down reader review excellent read will jordan does not disappoint reader review ryan
drake a sure winner reader review he freed her he trusted her now he must hunt her washington dc former
soldier and elite cia operative ryan drake is heading out for dinner when he witnesses a sniper attack on a
crowded freeway a motorcade full of russian federal security force members in washington for a top level
conference with their us counterparts has been ambushed many have been killed and worst of all drake
discovers that the leader of the strike team was anya the dangerous and enigmatic woman he once risked
everything to protect drake cannot believe her capable of such an atrocity but with the russians baying for
blood and tensions rising drake and his depleted team head for siberia to discover the truth and here he must
confront the terrifying possibility that anya s betrayal will unmask secrets greater and more devastating than
he could ever have imagined
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